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I.

Abstract

Malassezia yeasts are lipophilic and lipid-dependent. It is found in the microbiota of humans and
animals skin. This genus has been associated with different skin disorders, and fungemia in humans,
mainly in neonates and immunocompromised patients, especially those who receive lipid
supplements. Several reports estimate that dandruff and seborrheic dermatitis, diseases related to
Malassezia, are some of the most common skin conditions, affecting half of the world population.
Despite its high prevalence, much remains to be discovered about the pathophysiological processes
triggering its pathogenicity.
Within the lipid metabolism of Malassezia, the presence of lipid droplets (LDs) has recently been
reported. These are organelles present in multiple organisms, including mammals, algae, yeast, and
others. Considering Malassezia dependency on lipids, particular interest has been directed to the
study of these organelles. In this project, the standardization of a double staining protocol to identify
LDs, the implementation of a LD extraction protocol, the dynamics of LDs formation in M. globosa,
and consumed and secreted lipids analysis of the yeast were performed. To achieve these goals,
three different fluorophores for LD staining were used: Nile Red, BODIPY 493/503, and LipidTOX
deep red neutral using Calcofluor White for cell wall staining. Afterward, LD dynamic formation was
explored. It was found that LDs starts forming in M. globosa after 24 hours post-cultured during the
exponential phase growth. LDs size range increased in the stationary phase from ~0.5 µm2 to ~1.5
µm2, and up to ranges ~1 µm2 to 6 µm2. Also, LDs numbers per cell decrease when entering to
stationary phase. Thus, the proportion between LDs vs. cell area varied more when reaching to late
stationary phase. Based on these observations, it is proposed that LDs coalescence while yeast
enters to different growth phases. In other hand, LDs extraction protocol was adequately
implemented in M. globosa, however, further purification procedures are needed in order to
remove cellular residues from LDs solution.
Besides, as lipids are relevant in the pathophysiology of diseases, getting a better comprehension
of Malassezia secretome and its possible interaction with the skin would allow to have a better
insight in this regard. This project aimed to study the consumption and secreted lipids by Malassezia
globosa using lipidomic approaches. To achieve this, fresh mDixon as control and mDixon
supernatant of the yeast cultured up to 72 h and 90 h were studied. Lipid extraction was performed
by a modified Bligh and Dyer method followed by solid-phase extraction. Lipidomic analysis was
conducted by HPLC-ESI-QTOF in positive ionization mode. Lipid profiles from mDixon, early, and late
12

stationary phases were differentiated via principal component analysis (PCA). The analysis mainly
showed the presence of different phospholipids, cardolipines, bile acids and ceramides. In general,
there was a higher percentage of lipids consumed by M. globosa in comparison to the secreted lipids.
Further analysis is needed to confirm the identity of each individual lipid.
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II.

Introduction

Malassezia is a genus of lipophilic and lipid-dependent yeast found in the microbiota of humans and
animals skin.1,2 Malassezia secrete enzymes such as lipases and phospholipases, to exploits the
essential nutrients for their growth without causing disease. The yeast obtain these sources of
nutrients from sebum, a lipid-rich substance, produced by the sebaceous glands.3,4 However,
perturbation of this process might be connected in the establishment of some skin diseases.5,6 This
genus has been associated with different skin disorders and fungemia in humans, mainly in neonates
and immunocompromised patients, especially those who receive lipid supplements.1,3,4,7,8 Up to
now, 18 species of Malassezia has been described and included in three principal clades. Clade B is
related to the most common human skin resident species, such as M. restricta and M. globosa.9,10
These species are clinically relevant because they are highly related to different diseases such as
dandruff/seborrheic dermatitis and pityriasis versicolor (PV), both common skin infections.11 Taking
into account this information, this project focuses on M. globosa.
Lipid dependent characteristic is due to the absence of fatty acid synthase (FAS). This is a
multifunctional enzyme necessary for de novo synthesis of palmitic acid, a fatty acid (FA) that serve
as a source for the synthesis of long-chain FA.2 In counterpart, Malassezia has a high number of
genes encoding secreted enzymes hydrolases such as lipases, phospholipases, sphingomyelinases,
responsible of degrading sebum.2,5,7,12 After Malassezia obtains the lipids from the skin environment,
these molecules can enter to the yeast and have various chemical processes such as elongation, oxidation or storage.4
Within the lipid metabolism of Malassezia, the presence of LDs has recently been reported.12 In
other species, these organelles have a function associated with the regulation of FAs availability in
cells, participating in the membrane formation and maintenance, energy homeostasis, energy
storage, lipid metabolism, and signal transduction in cells.13,14 It is speculated that LDs may play an
important role in Malassezia due to its lipid-dependent nature and this is the interest in the study
of these organelles in this yeast. In this project, the dynamics of LDs formation in M. globosa and
extraction protocol of this organelle for future analysis will be explored.
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Also, lipids are required in multiple cellular processes such as cell signaling, energy supply and
membrane formation among others.15 In Saccharomyces cerevisiae, FA act as basic building blocks
for the synthesis of membrane lipids such as glycerophospholipids (GPLs), sphingolipids (SL) and
storage lipids such as triacylglycerols (TAGs) and sterol esters (SE). GLPs, SLs and sterols (ST) are
essential membrane components, maintaining its integrity and allowing the viability of yeast cells.
In other hand, storage lipids serve as energy source and precursors for membrane synthesis.15,16 As
well, lipids has been related with the regulation in pathogenic traits in some yeast.17 Recently a mass
spectrometry based lipidome and a gene prediction analysis lipid metabolic proteins was described
for six different Malassezia species.18 Such investigation provide a general overview of the lipid
composition and metabolism of these yeast. Nevertheless, a number of questions regarding the role
of lipids Malassezia life cycle remain open. In order to delve into the preference of lipid consumption
and secretion in different growth stages, this project also aims to study M. globosa consumed and
secreted lipids using lipidomic approaches.
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III.

Theoretical framework

The skin is the largest organ in the human body composed of two anatomic units, dermis, and
epidermis. The last one is a simple stratified epithelium consisting of four principal layers, from the
basal to the most superficial: the basale, spinosum, granulosum, and corneum stratum. In cellular
terms, it is principally composed of keratinocytes, melanocytes, langerhans cells, merkel cells and
other inflammatory cells (Figure 1).19,20 Keratinocytes born in the basale stratum and proliferate
toward the corneum stratum until they commit to differentiate and migrate towards the surface of
the epidermis.20

Figure 1. Human skin conformation. Based on Kaplan. D and collaborators, 2012.20

Functions of the skin include the prevention from water loss, toxin excretion, protecting barrier due
to mechanical resistance and immune response.19 This organ is part of the innate immune system
of the human body, acting as the first line of defense of the body against microorganisms. This
occurs through the skin water content, acidic pH, presence of antimicrobial lipids, and local
microbiota.19,21 Also, it is known that skin microenvironment promotes the establishment and
coexistence of a diversity of commensal microorganisms.22 Specifically for yeast, culture-based
studies have reported Malassezia, Rhodotorula, Debaromyces, and in some sites, Candida as fungal
skin commensals.23 Between them, Malassezia has shown predominance in multiple body sites such
as, back, external auditory canal, glabella, hypothenar palm, inguinal crease, manubrium, nare,
occiput, retro auricular crease , and volar forearm. One of the main species is M. globosa followed
16

by M. restricta and M. sympodialis.22,24 However, they can also act as commensals and pathogens in
the skin.25
Malassezia is a genus belonging to the phylum Basidiomycota. It is a lipophilic and lipid-dependent
yeast part of the microbiota of humans and animals skin.1,2 This yeast was first isolated around the
XIX century in patients with PV, initially classified as Microsporon furfur.26 From that moment and
assisted by molecular techniques, it´s taxonomical classification has been matter of multiple
revisions in the last decades.8,10,25 Malassezia have been reported from several sources, such as
nematodes, sponges, corals, different mammals, and even in environmental samples.10,25 Nowadays,
18 species of Malassezia has been discovered and classified in the main clusters or clades. According
to Wu and collaborators; cluster A consists of fungemia-causing species M. furfur and three other
species: M. japonica, M. obtusa, and M. yamatoensis, rarely found on healthy human skin; cluster B
includes the most common human skin residents, which are M. globosa and M. restricta and slightly
less common in human skin M. sympodialis among others. Cluster C consists of two
outliers, M. cuniculi, and M. slooffiae, which are rare on human skin.9
This yeast has been associated with a variety of skin conditions such as dandruff, atopic eczema,
seborrheic dermatitis, PV, and folliculitis.25,27 Some reports estimate that dandruff and seborrheic
dermatitis can affect half of the world population. The group of the newborn child’s is one of the
most prominent incidence groups (up to 42%).27 Additionally, in immunocompromised patients,
including AIDS/VIH patients, organ transplant patients, and lymphoma patients, Malassezia can
cause systemic infections.28 Also, it has been described that Malassezia pachydermatis besides
cause otitis and dermatitis in canines, can generate invasive infections in neonates, especially those
who receive lipid supplements.3,4,6,8,28
Considering the wide range of diseases that Malassezia can cause, it could be described as a
multifaceted organism, which change its phenotype according to patient health status. Velegraki
and collaborators enunciated in 2015 the different facets of this yeast.6 As commensal and
pathogenic phenotype state could be modified based on the interaction of the microorganism with
the immune system in the following ways:6
1. In healthy skin, Malassezia acts as a commensal organism.
2. Alterations in melanocyte function can induce the appearance of hypopigmented or
hyperpigmented macules. These can generate an absence of inflammation and mild change
in epidermal function, developing a PV phenotype.
17

3. When Malassezia causes inflammation patterns without developing immunity mediated
with antibodies, it can generate dandruff and seborrheic dermatitis phenotype.
4. Induction of specific immune response can develop atopic dermatitis phenotype.
5.

Some species of Malassezia can cause folliculitis, an invasion and inflammation in hair
follicles.

The absence of de novo synthesis of FAs in Malassezia is related with the requirement to exploit
lipid sources from its medium. For this purpose, Malassezia secrete lipases, phospholipases,
lipoxygenases and sphingomyelinases in order to supply its lipid requirements.2,5,7,12 Uptake of these
resources are necessary for their subsequent use in lipid-biosynthesis routes, required to sustain
the growth of Malassezia species.2 In healthy patients, the consumption of lipids from the sebum is
carried out efficiently, so no damage is inflicted on the patient.
Malassezia genus shows different lipid-assimilation phenotypes, having versatile lipid-dependent
species as M. pachydermatis to more restricted species like M. globosa and M. restricta.2,7,9 These
metabolic variances among species can be related with the differences in the pathogenic role of
these species and in the development of certain dermatological diseases.2,7,29 The production of
lipases and phospholipases is consider a pathogenic factor in the skin disease associates with
Malassezia.30 Among several Malassezia species, M. globosa have shown the highest lipase activity,
which can provide an explanation as why this specie is an important pathogenic specie in several
human skin disease (Figure 2B).30,31 Additional, pathogenic phenotype can be affected by the
expression of various bioactive indoles that act in the skin through the arylhydrocarbon receptor
(AhR), which is expressed on almost all cell types found in the epidermis (Figure 2A - 2C).5,6,32 The
indoles molecules can also modify the expression of cytokines, chemokines and antimicrobial
peptides of the skin, interfering with UV damage of the skin (Figure 2C).32
As stated before, the pathogenicity of this yeast is related to the production of proteases, lipases,
phospholipases, lipoxygenases, among others.33,34 The expression of these enzymes could be under
the action of proper agonist or antagonist like endorphin-β (Figure 2B).35 Besides, zymogens or AhR
ligands are capable of activating the complement immune system, causing damage in keratinocytes.
These events cause the appearance of Malassezia associated symptoms such as epidermal
spongiosis, inflammation, and itching (Figure 2C).6
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Figure 2. Malassezia interaction with the skin. A. Structure of bioactive indoles that act in the skin through the
arylhydrocarbon receptor (AhR) B. Different interactions of Malassezia and the epidermis of the skin. In blue, the synthesis
of the melanin cell wall. In black, the synthesis of bioactive indoles. In purple the activity of different hydrolases. C.
Interaction between the indole molecules and other Malassezia ligands with different skin cells. Based on Velegraki and
collaborators, 2015.6

Now, lipids are a group of compounds with crucial biological functions, including energy storage,
signaling processes and as structural components of the cell membranes.36,37 Unlike the case of
genes and proteins, lipid structures are generally more diverse and complex, contributing to the
development of multiple classification systems.38,39 In 2005, a modern, robust classification lipid
system defines these molecules as “hydrophobic or amphipathic small molecules that originate
entirely or in part by carbanion-based condensations of thioesters and/or by carbocation-based
condensations of isoprene units”.36,38 Based on this classification; eight lipid categories were defined:
glycerolipids, SL, GPLs, ST, FA, prenol lipids, polyketides, and saccharolipids (Figure 3).36,37,40 This
classification cover lipids originated in eukaryotes, prokaryotes and archaea.39
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Figure 3. Lipid families according to the International Lipids Classification and Nomenclature Committee, with one
representative structure for each family.

Lipid versatility among different organisms convert lipid biology on a significant research target. To
describe the major lipid profile within a cell, tissue, or organism, different lipidomics approaches
have emerged in the last years.37,40 This is a relatively new field of research in which different
analytical techniques such as nuclear magnetic resonance, Raman spectroscopy, mass spectrometry
(MS) even computational methods allowing to get an insight into the lipidome of multiple biological
systems.36,38 Among the different approximations, MS-based techniques have been widely used due
to their availability and accurate identification of lipids, its high sensitivity allowing the identification
of molecules up to picomolar concentrations, quantification, and monitoring of lipid profiles in
complex biological mixtures.36
Lipidomics MS approximation can be performed by two approximations, shotgun lipidomics, which
involve the direct injection of the extracted sample into a mass spectrometer or chromatographybased lipidomics, where a separation of the sample prior the injection to the mass spectrometer is
done.41 The first approximation allows to control changes in specific lipid species quickly. By the
other hand chromatography separation, usually is done via high proficiency liquid chromatography
(HPLC) or ultra-high performance liquid chromatography (UHPLC), allowing to have a different
20

resolution among components in a sample.37 Different ionization methods including electrospray
ionization (ESI), Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) and atmospheric-pressure
chemical ionization (APCI) can be used. Nowadays, these are the ionization techniques of choice for
complex lipids with molecular mass higher than 500 Daltons. Also, different mass spectrometers like
a quadrupole time-of-flight (QToF) are used for lipid characterization. This instrumentation provides
a resolution of up to 40,000 and high mass accuracy. Additional TOF analyzers have extremely high
scan rate and high ion transmission. However, it usually has a limited dynamic range of the detector,
allowing quantification only in a narrow concentration range.42
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IV.

State of the art

The presence of LDs has recently been reported in Malassezia, possibly related to the lipid
metabolism.12 LDs are intracellular organelles found in the majority of cells. They have a highly
dynamic role in metabolism, especially when exposed to high FA diets.43,44 Their basic structure
consists of a hydrophobic neutral lipid core compose predominately but not exclusively of TAGs and
SE. TAGs are the product of diacylglycerol acyltransferases (DGTA1, DGTA2, DGA1, and Lro1);
meanwhile, SE is made by acyl-CoA:cholesterol O-acyltransferases (ACAT1 and ACAT2; Are1p and
Are2p).13 Other lipids within the core are retinyl, waxes, lipid esters, and squalenes. The outer core
of LDs is composed of a phospholipid monolayer with multiple host proteins such as perilipins and
seipins (Figure 4).45,46 GLPs are fundamental for LD stability based on their amphiphilic
characteristics, which allow them to work as surfactants.44,47 The size of these structures can vary
among different organisms.

Figure 4. Lipid droplet morphology. Based on Martin. M, 2011.46

The formation of LDs is a complex process that relies on several factors. It is known that these
structures are formed between the clefts of the endoplasmic reticulum (ER).44,48 During the
transition between the bilayer of ER and the formation of an LD monolayer, a structural change in
the ratio of specific lipids has been reported. In that process, the concentration of PC increases while
the level of cholesterol and sphingomyelin decreases.44,49 To achieve this compositional change,
metabolic intermediates such as DAGs or FA accumulate on the LD surface. This process increases
the diffusion rate of phospholipids, acting as co-surfactants, decreasing the superficial tension of
the micelle and allowing the LD formation.44
22

Recent studies have shown that during the maturation period of LDs, these structures are retained
in the ER by a thin membrane or embedded in this organelle. Whether this organelle is released by
the ER or not depend on the composition of the lipid intermediates in the biogenesis sector of LDs.
Some proteins such as the fat storage-inducing transmembrane protein 2 (FIT2) or Ras-related
protein RAB18 also have a fundamental role in this maturation process by increasing the
accumulation of DAG and promoting the disengage of LD from the ER.13,47,50
Based on this information, three models for lipid droplet formation have been proposed (Figure 5).
The first one and most accepted in this field establishes that the lipidic neutral core exscinds through
a budding process from the external layer of the ER. This process is mediated by lipid droplet
proteins (PAT proteins like perilipins), which allows forming LDs in specific sites of ER. The second
model establishes that LD exscind from both layers of ER, creating a vesicle. The last theory proposes
that LDs are shaped through the formation of a bicelle by hatching, and afterward, the
establishment of the monolayer membrane through the micelle-like isolation of the inner
membrane leaflet in the LD lumen.47,48

Figure 5. Formation of the LD in the endoplasmic reticulum. Left: First model, budding LD model from RE. Center: Second
model, excision of the LDs. Right: Third model, Bicelle formation. NLSE: Neutral Lipid Synthesis Enzymes Taken from Onal
and collaborators, 2017.48

In general, yeast metabolism fulfills its cellular lipid requirements by different pathways including
the uptake of external lipids and de novo synthesis of lipids.15 However, an excess of cellular lipids
can be harmful to the cell and may lead to lipotoxicity. To overcome this effect, lipids are storage in
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LDs.12,15,49 Based on this idea, LD formation depends on the balance between lipid arrival and
consumption of the cell.51 To store lipids inside LD, it is necessary to esterify and convert them into
TAGs and SEs to exclude water.43,44,49 It´s known that in proper growth conditions, such as fresh
medium, lipids rapidly utilize by yeast when they are presented for rapid membrane synthesis and
as metabolic precursors, however, when cells sense stress or lack of required nutrients, the
accumulation of neutral lipids is trigger within the cell.52 This process can occur through different
metabolic pathways like the glycerol-3-phosphate and monoacylglycerol pathway for the formation
of TAGs and the sterol ester synthesis pathway for SEs (Figure 6). Considering this, comprehending
the variations in lipid consumption through time will give important insight within the formation
and dynamics of LDs.

Figure 6. Metabolic pathway of triglycerides and sterol ester synthesis. De novo triglycerides synthesis through the
glycerol-3-phoshate pathway involve four steps mediated by the following enzymes:
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glycerol-3-phosphate O-

acyltransferase (GPATs), 1-acylglycerol-3-phosphate O-acyltransferase (AGPATs), phosphatidic acid phosphatase (PAPs)
and diacylglycerol acyltransferase (DGATs) enzymes. Also, triglycerides synthesis can occur through the monoacylglycerol
pathway mediated by the monoacylglycerol acyltransferase (MGATs) enzymes. The synthesis of sterol esters is conducted
by acyl-CoA cholesterol O-acyltransferases (ACATs). Based on Onal and collaborators, 2017.48

Routes related to the synthesis of neutral lipids has been described in Malassezia.18 In order to fulfill
its lipid metabolic requirements, Malassezia obtains the lipids from the skin environment and use
this molecules in various chemical processes such as elongation, -oxidation or storage.4 Specifically,
consumed FAs can be activated by the acyl-CoA synthases FAA1/2/3/4, present in different
Malassezia strains.18 From here, FAs can be converted to phosphatidic acid (PA) and latter one to
GLPs through the CDP-DAG metabolic route or via the Kennedy pathway.18,53,54 In Malassezia case,
genes associated with the CDP-DAG metabolic route has been found in M. globosa, M. restricta, M.
furfur, M. sympodialis and atipical M. furfur, meanwhile M. pachydermatis has been associated with
the Kennedy pathway. Phospholipase C, responsible of forming DAGs, inositol and glycerol-3phosphate has also been reported in different Malassezia species.18,55 Also, genes encoding proteins
involved in the ST biosynthesis and the generation of SE has been described for different Malassezia
species. Acyl-CoA:cholesterol acyltransferases homologs were not found in M. globosa.18 Even
though this routes has been described, the differential association with consumption of specific
lipids and their influence in these metabolic pathways remains to be determined.
LDs also participates in the membrane structure formation and regulation on energy homeostasis,
energy storage, lipid metabolism, temporal protein storage, signal transduction, and even in the
synthesis of molecules that mediate inflammation such as prostaglandin and leukotrienes.13,43,56 All
of these functions help the cells to buffer fluctuations in energy availability.57 Lipid storage has been
associated with the process of infection caused by different microorganisms. For example in viruses,
specifically hepatitis C, LD mediate the assembly of viral particles and hepatic steatosis
development.58–60 Also, it has been described as a pathogenicity factor in different microorganisms
such as Mycobacterium tuberculosis and associated with survival in species such as Rhodococcus.61,62
LD versatility has sparked interest in study them, and yeasts have been used as a eukaryotic model
to understand the biogenesis and metabolism of these organelles. In M. furfur, LDs have recently
been reported, and its analysis revealed the presence of phospholipids and triglycerides.12 It is
speculated that LDs may play an essential role in Malassezia due to its lipid-dependent nature.12
Multiple approaches exist for LD studies. To investigate the distribution of LDs, morphology and
growth dynamics in vivo, one widely used technique is confocal laser scanning microscopy.63–65 In
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comparison to traditional phase contrast microscopy, the confocal based-approach allows a
superior depth sectioning, increase in resolution of images and 3-D reconstruction when needed.
Image construction is carried out by placing a spatial pinhole at the confocal plane in front of the
detector. This modification allow to eliminate ot-of-focus light, and increase axial resolution
compared to a conventional wide-field microscope.66 Two of the most common fluorophores for LD
staining are Nile Red (NR) and BODIPY 493/503. However, LipidTOX has become an alternative used
recently.43,67–69 To observe the position of these organelles within the cell, double staining has been
used. In the case of yeast, Calcofluor White (CW) has been one of the most used fluorophores for
cell wall staining

1,70

. Other approaches used to assess the morphological and spatial

characterization of LDs are coherent anti-strokes Raman spectroscopy and transmission electron
microscopy.43,47,49
Other interesting approaches to characterize the composition of these organelles are omics studies,
specifically lipidomics and proteomics. By using them, the composition and possible function of
these organelles can be elucidated.43,47,49,71 To achieve this analysis, extracting and purifying these
organelles is a necessary previous step. Considering the variations in the cell wall and cell
membranes among different organisms are needed to adapt protocols to fulfill the extraction and
purification of LD.43,69
It is known that this yeast can modify the consumption of FAs to fulfill its biological requirements
such as energy homeostasis, membrane biogenesis, signal transduction, among others.2,5 Recently
the first mass spectrometry-based lipidomics analysis of different species of Malassezia including M.
globosa was performed by Celis Ramírez, A. M and collaborators.18

TAGs, STs, DAGs, FAs,

phosphatidylcholine (PC), phosphatidylethanolamine (PE), ceramides (Cer), cholesteryl ester (CE),
sphingomyelin (SM), acylcarnitine (CAR), and lysophospholipids (LP) were the most common lipids
among the species. Specifically, in M. globosa, diacylglyceryltrimethylhomoserine, and fatty acid
esters of hydroxy fatty acids (FAHFAs) were found in a variable concentration. Cholesteryl esters (CE)
were undetected in this specie.18 Other Raman-based studies confirm differentiation among
Malassezia species based on the detection of their lipid metabolic profile.72 The present study
demonstrates the differential utilization of lipid supplements among M. globosa, M. pachydermatis,
and M. sympodialis.72 The information provided in these studies opens the door to explore the role
of lipids in the Malassezia life cycle.
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Pathogenic mechanisms and secretory processes in microbes are closely associated as secretion
virulence factors have been described for several prokaryotic and eukaryotic pathogens.17,55,73
Specifically the secretion of proteins, lipids and even polysaccharides has been associated with
pathogenicity in different yeast including Cryptococcus neoformans and Histoplasma capsulatum.73–
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The production of extracellular vesicles carrying these virulence factors with the potential to

modulate the host-pathogen interactions has been described for multiple yeast as a principal
secretion pathway.73 This mechanism has been also described for non-pathogenic yeast like
Saccharomyces cerevisiae, implying that extracellular vesicles are not only related to pathogenicity,
but may represent a eukaryotic solution to the problem of trans-cell wall transport.73,77 This vesicles
has been detected using centrifugation procedures designed for the purification vesicles, where the
isolation of round vesicles lipid containing fractions were described.73–75
Analysis of extracellular lipid components in Cryptococcus neoformans revealed the presence of SL
as glucosylceramides (GlcCer) and some ST such ergosterol and ergosterol derivates.74 This
molecules, specially GlcCer has been related with the pathogenicity of different fungi in plants and
humans.73,78,79

Additional, studies have shown that lipid microdomains consisting of

glycosphingolipids and sterols might serve to concentrate virulence factors, modulating
pathogenicity and infectivity.78–80 In other hand, Sterylglycosides, ST derivates found in plants, algae
and fungi also has been related to modulation in pathogenic response. This molecules has been
described as important regulators of the host immune response to fungal infections.79,81 However,
there is still much to know on the role of lipids in fungal virulence. Within the lipid metabolism of
Malassezia, previous reports have shown that oleic acid, a representative Malassezia FA, can induce
scalp flaking in susceptible individuals. That study supports that Malassezia might be capable of FAinduced barrier disruption in patients.82 This theory can be complemented with the role of other
virulence factors such as azelaic acid, which is produced by Malassezia furfur, and associated with
the develop PV phenotype.83 Even though the secretion on different hydrolases and some virulence
factors has been described, few has been reported about the lipid consumed and secreted
composition and it´s possible role in the pathophysiology of Malassezia related diseases.
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V.

Problem statement

Given the relevance of Malassezia as part of normal microbiota and its multifaceted role, it is crucial
to investigate lipid metabolism in Malassezia, its role in LD formation and the function of these
organelles in the metabolism. Considering the abundance of M. globosa in human skin and its
relation with multiple skin conditions, these species are of relevance to study. Although in
Malassezia furfur LD were previously identified using a single staining procedure, double staining
with fluorophores for LD such as NR, BODIPY 493/503, and LipidTOX deep red neutral has not been
reported for this genus. Developing this procedure is helpful in order to determine both
morphological and spatial information of this organelle within the yeast, based on the principle that
double staining will allow to determine the position, size and number of LDs in each cell by
combining the fluorescence images generated. Consequently, to understand the dynamics of LD and
its role in lipid metabolism in M. globosa, the development of a double staining protocol is relevant.
In other hand, the extraction and purification of LDs is a necessary step in order to delve in LD
composition. Considering the variations in the cell wall and cell membranes among different
organisms are needed to adapt protocols to Malassezia to fulfill the extraction and purification of
LD.
On the other hand, recent studies have opened the door to new possibilities for deepening in
Malassezia lipid metabolism to better understand this dynamic process. By determining the
consume and the secreted lipids by M. globosa, a better insight into the factors that are involved in
the multifaceted Malassezia behavior could be achieved. These approaches will allow
complementing the information already known for this yeast lipid metabolism, giving valuable
information regarding its dynamics.
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VI.

Objectives

1. General objective
To characterize the dynamics of lipid droplet formation in Malassezia globosa through the
standardization of a double staining protocol using confocal microscopy and to characterize the
consume and secreted lipids of this specie, to understand the lipid dietary composition and its
relation with the environment.
2. Specific objectives
i.

To establish a protocol for lipid droplets extraction in Malassezia globosa.

ii.

To determine a double staining protocol using confocal laser scanning microscopy for
the cell wall and lipid droplets in Malassezia globosa.

iii.

To characterize the dynamics of lipid droplet formation of Malassezia globosa using
confocal laser scanning microscopy.

iv.

To characterize the specific classes of lipids consumed and secreted by Malassezia
globosa.
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VII.

Materials and methods

1. Culture conditions for M globosa
The reference strain Malassezia globosa CBS 7966 (Westerdijk Institute, Utrecht, The Netherlands)
was used for the whole study. A frozen stock was reactivated and precultured in modified Dixon
(mDixon) agar (36 g/L mycosel agar [BD, USA], 20 g/L Ox Bile [Sigma Aldrich, USA], 36 g/L malt extract
[Oxoid, UK], 2 mL/L glycerol [Sigma Aldrich, USA], 2 mL/L oleic acid [Sigma Aldrich, USA], and 10
mL/L Tween 40 [Sigma Aldrich, USA]) incubated at 33°C for seven days. Then, one colony was
transferred to a new mDixon agar plate and was incubated for five days at 33°C. From this plate,
colonies were taken up to a adjust an inloculum to standard of 2 on the McFarland scale in water
plus 0.1% Tween 80 [Sigma Aldrich, USA]. From this suspension 3 mL was used to inoculate 27 mL
of mDixon broth (36 g/L malt extract [Oxoid, UK], 6 g/L peptone [BD, USA], 20 g/L Ox bile [Sigma
Aldrich, USA], 2 mL/L glycerol [Sigma Aldrich, USA], 2 mL/L oleic acid [Sigma Aldrich, USA], and 10
mL/L Tween 40 [Sigma Aldrich, USA]) for 96 hours at 33°C and 180 rpm. An aliquote of 300 l was
used to inoculate 29.7 mL of fresh mDixon broth and incubated at 33°C and 180 rpm. A flask with
fresh mDixon was used as a sterility control for each experiment. The incubation time was different
for each experiment (Table 1). A growth curve previously determined by Grupo de Investigación
Celular y Molecular de Microorganismos Patógenos (CeMoP) research group, was used as reference
to determine the different growth phases used in this study.
Table 1. Time of growth required to reach different growth phases for M. globosa

Time of growth (hours)

Growth phase according to the growth curve

24

Lag phase

30-60

Exponential phase

72

Early stationary phase

90-96

Stationary phase

108

Late stationary phase

2. Lipid Droplets extraction
a. Solutions and buffers
The following solutions were used to perform LD extraction: Enzyme buffer: lytic enzymes of
Trichoderma harzianum [Sigma Aldrich, USA] at 16 mg/g wet weight of yeast in 600 mM (NH4)2SO4
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[Sigma Aldrich, USA] pH 5.6. Solution I: 400 mM sucrose [Sigma Aldrich, USA], 10 mM Tris [Sigma
Aldrich, USA], 1 mM EDTA [Sigma Aldrich, USA] at pH 7.0. Buffer A: 10 mM MESTris [Sigma Aldrich,
USA] pH 6.9, 12% Ficoll 400 [Sigma Aldrich, USA], 0.2 mM EDTA [Sigma Aldrich, USA], and 1 mM
phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF) [AMRESCO, USA]).
b. Lipid Droplet extraction procedure
LDs extraction was performed using a previous protocol standardized for M. pachydermatis and
other reports.84,85 Briefly, 30 mL of cultured yeast were used at the early stationary phase. The
culture was washed three times with phosphate buffer saline (PBS) at pH 7.4 by centrifugation at
4,500 g for 5 minutes. Then, the enzymatic digestion of the cell wall was performed using 10 mL of
enzyme buffer. Cells were incubated in the presence of lytic enzymes in a shaking incubator at 47°C
and 52 rpm for 18 hours. Then the cells were washed twice with a solution I.
Mechanical disruption was needed to disrupt the cell wall completely. Cells were recovered at 3,000
g for 5 min and resuspended at a ratio of 1 mL/g wet weight of yeast in buffer A. 0.92 g of 0.5 mm
zirconium beads were added to the resuspended cells and vortex for 1 minute followed by
incubation on ice for 30 seconds. This procedure was repeated 50 times. Afterward, cells were
stroked 120 times with a Dounce homogenizer with a loose-fitting pestle. Finally, the homogenate
was diluted with 0.5 volumes of buffer A and centrifuged at 6,000 g for 10 minutes. The supernatant
containing LDs was stored at 4°C.
Evaluation of the LDs extraction procedure was done by two methods. 1) yeasts were growth before
the enzymatic lysis and after the mechanical disruption mDixon agar at 33°C for 7 days. If the process
was carried out efficiently, the integrity of the cell wall was compromised and reflected by a minor
growth of the yeast. 2) confocal microscopy with NR and CW was used to determine the spatial
location of LDs before and after the extraction procedure. Also, this method allows to observe the
differences and possible effects on the cell wall based on the intensity of the fluorophore CW in
processed images.
3. Confocal microscopy imaging
a. Stocks solutions
The following stocks were used for this study: 1 mg/mL Nile Red [Sigma Aldrich, USA] in methanol
(MeOH), 0.1 mg/mL BODIPYTM 493/503 [Invitrogen, USA] in MeOH, 100X HCS LipidTOXTM Deep Red
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Neutral [Invitrogen, USA] in DMSO, 0.01% Calcofluor White [Sigma Aldrich, USA] in water and KOH
10% (m/v) in water.
b. Staining procedure
Staining standardization was performed for the three fluorophores (NR, BODIPYTM 493/503 and HCS
LipidTOXTM Deep Red Neutral) in M. globosa cultures grown at 72 h and 108 h based on previous
reports.63,86–88 Cultures were washed three times with phosphate buffer saline (PBS) at pH 7.4 using
centrifugation at 5,000 g for 5 minutes. Afterward, cells were resuspended in 0.1 mL of
paraformaldehyde 4% (v/v). Then 2 µL of each fluorophore solution was added, and cells were
incubated in continuous darkness for 2 hours at 30°C and 52 rpm in an incubator shaker. Then, cells
were washed twice with 200 L of PBS at 1300 g for 3 minutes, resuspended in 100 L of 4%
paraformaldehyde and homogenized. To assemble the microscopic slide, 2 L of previous
preparations, 2 L of CW solution, and 2 L of 10% KOH were added.
The

images

were

taken

at

μ-core

at

Universidad

de

los

Andes

(https://microcore.uniandes.edu.co/es/) using an Olympus FV1000 confocal laser scanning
microscope with a 60X / 1.42 NA oil immersion objective. Each microscope image was taken as a
stack of 18 to 25 images with a stack thickness of 0.5 and a digital zoom of 2X unless otherwise
stated. Different filter parameters were used for imaging with the different fluorophores (Table 2).
Table 2. Microscope parameters used for imaging with different fluorophores.

Fluorochrome

Microscope filter

Excitation (nm)

Emission (nm)

Nile Red

Alexa 488

488

545

BODIPY 493/503

FITC

493

503

LipidTOX Deep Red Neutral

Alexa 633

637

655

Calcofluor White

DAPI

365

440

c. Lipid droplets growth dynamics curve
Aliquots from M. globosa in culture were taken at 24 h, 48 h, 72 h, 90 h, 96 h and 108 h. NR staining
was used for curve construction. A total of 100 cells per hour were counted. The total area of each
cell was measured along with the number of LD inside it. Then for each LD the area and circularity
were determined. In this case, circularity was measured in a range from 0 to 1, where 1 indicates a
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perfect circle (equation 1). These analyses were performed using the Fiji image processing package
of Image J2 (www.fiji.sc). All areas were measured in µm2 and were used to calculate the area
percentage of the cell occupied by LDs (equation 2). These data were used to perform a violin
analysis using R version 4.0.0 (https://www.rstudio.com/) with the ggplot2 library.
Circularity = 4π ∗

% LD area =

(Area of LD)
(𝑬𝒒. 𝟏)
(Perimeter of LD)2

Total LD area
∗ 100 (𝑬𝒒. 𝟐)
Yeast area

4. Determination of consumed and secreted lipids by M. globosa
a. Growth conditions and experimental design
In this experiment two treatment groups were established. One group consists of yeast growth at
72 hours and the other growth at 90 hours. From both groups, M. globosa supernatant was analyzed.
Experiments for these groups were performed in hexaduplicates. Additionally, three different
control groups were established. The first one consists on a mDixon fresh broth. The other two were
the M. globosa pellet at 72 h and 90 h. Experiments for each control were performed by triplicate.
Briefly, a single overnight culture of M. globosa was used to inoculate twelve different Erlenmeyer
flasks. Six of these flasks were growth for 72 h at 33°C and 180 rpm, and the other six were growth
up to 90 h at the same conditions. Additionally, four flasks containing fresh mDixon were placed in
the same conditions as controls. Three of these mDixon flasks were used as the media control for
the experiment, and the fourth one was used as sterility control throughout the whole experiment.
b. Lipid extraction of M. globosa supernatant collection
Samples of 72h and 90h treatment groups were centrifuged at 4,500 rpm for 10 min, and
supernatants were collected. Then, 5 mL of isopropanol was added to the supernatant and
centrifuged at 4,500 rpm for 10 min. Lipid extraction was performed according to Bligh and Dyer
lipid extraction with some modifications.61,89,90 Briefly, 2mL of a citric acid buffer (100 mM sodium
citrate tribasic dihydrate, 1 M sodium chloride, pH 3.6, 2 mL of MeOH and 4 mL of chloroform were
added to 8 mL of supernatant collected previously. The mixture was homogenized with vortex for
15 min and sonicated for 30 min. The organic phase containing the extracted lipids was collected
and dried on a Speed Vac. Then, the dry extract was re dissolved in 1 mL of Acetonitrile (ACN)
containing 0.1% NH3·H2O (v/v), followed by strong anion-exchange solid-phase extraction using
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Strata SAX SPE-cartridge (55 uM, 70 A, 100 mg, 1 mL Phenomenex) which was pre-conditioned with
3 mL ACN. After sampling 1 mL of the lipid extract, the cartridge was washed with 3 mL acetone/H2O
(1/9, v/v), 3mL acetone, and eluted with 3 mL formic acid/acetone (1/99, v/v) followed by
evaporation using a Speed Vac. Samples were stored at -80°C for one week and dissolved in 1 mL of
MeOH for further analysis.
c. Lipid fingerprinting HPLC-QTOF analysis
Lipid

analysis

was

performed

by

the

MetCore

at

Universidad

de

los

Andes

(https://metcore.uniandes.edu.co/es/) using a Agilent Technologies 1260 HPLC coupled with a qTOF
6545 with electrospray ionization. A dilution 1:100 was necessary prior injection. MeOH used to
dissolve the samples were used as the blank of the method. 1 µL of the samples were injected onto
an InfinityLab Poroshell 120 EC-C18 column (100 x 3.0 mm, 2.7 µm). Chromatographic analysis was
carried out at 65°C and constant flow 0.6 mL/min using gradient elution with phase A (60:40
Acetonitrile : type I water with 10 mM of ammonium formate and 0.1% v/v of formic acid) and
mobile phase B (90:10 Isopropanol : Acetonitrile with 10 mM of ammonium formate and 0.1% v/v
of formic acid). Gradient conditions are show in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Chromatographic gradient conditions used in the sample analysis.

Mass spectrometry detection was performed in positive ionization mode in a full scan from 100 m/z
to 1200 m/z. During the analysis, the mass correction was performed with reference masses: m/z
121.0509 (C5H4N4) y m/z 922.0098 (C18H18O6N3P3F24). Mass spectrometry conditions are shown in.
Table 3.
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Table 3. Mass spectrometry parameters used in lipid fingerprinting

Fuente – Dual AJS ESI
Vcap (V)

3500

Drying Gas (L/min)

8

Gas Temp (°C)

325

Nebulizer (psi)

35

Sheat Gas Temp (°C)

350

Sheat Gas Flow (L/min)

11

MS TOF
Fragmentor (V)

120

Skimmer (V)

65

OCT RF Vpp (V)

750

d. Data processing
Profiles obtained were deconvoluted and molecular characteristics identification were aligned
according to its mass and retention time using the software Agilent Mass Hunter Profinder 10 via
the algorithm Recursive Feature Extraction (RFE) with the following conditions: Extraction from 025 minutes and minimum 10,000 counts. Ions species considered in this analysis were: -H, +Cl, +NH4.
No additional filters were used. Data matrices were imported into Microsoft Excel (Microsoft Office
2016). Each molecular characteristic was manually processed, and those present in the blank were
eliminated.
d. Quality control samples.
Quality control (QC) samples were prepared mixing a pool of equal volumes of all the treatment
group samples (72 h and 90 h). Reproducibility of sample preparation and the stability of the
analytical platform was assessed by running the QC multiple times until the system was stabilized.
QC samples were injected every five aleatory samples. For data processing, molecular features,
were identified as a specific mass related to a retention time. Data was filtered based on the
coefficient of variation (CV) of the metabolite levels in the QCs, a threshold of 20% was established.
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e. Statistical analysis
Univariate (UVDA) and multivariate (MVDA) statistical analyses were performed to investigate
differences among the molecular features detected in the mDixon control group, and the two
treatment groups (72 h and 90 h).
For UVDA, normality of data was evaluated with the Shapiro-Wilk test (p ≤ 0.05). Wilcoxon test (p ≤
0.05) were performed to the following pairings: 72 h vs 90 h, 72 h vs mDixon and 90h vs mDixon to
evaluate differences for an individual metabolite in each of the three pairings. Additional,
differences among the three groups was evaluated by performing a non-parametrical Kruskal-Wallis
test (p ≤ 0.05). Posthoc, pair-wise analysis was performed using the Dunn test to conclude for which
group the metabolite present a significand difference. Finally, the false discovery rate at level α =
0.05 for all UVDA analysis were controlled by Benjamini−Hochberg correction test. All UVDA analysis
was performed using R version 4.0.0 (https://www.rstudio.com/).
For MVDA, unsupervised (PCA, principal component analysis) and supervised (PLS-DA partial lestsquares discriminant analysis and OPLS-DA, orthogonal PLS-DA) models were performed. These
analyses were performed to determine differences in molecular features intensity between groups.
All models were evaluated by the explained variance (R2) and the predicted variance (Q2) quality
parameters. Additionally, the Variable Importance Parameter (VIP) ≥ 1 and jackknifing confidence
interval not including zero were selected as statistically significant from the OPLS-DA models. All the
analyses were performed in SIMCA 14.1. Additionally, a heat-map graphical representation of the
differential lipid expression of the detected lipids was performed using R version 4.0.0
(https://www.rstudio.com/). This map displays the relative differences in intensities observed for
the same molecular feature in the two treatment samples and mDixon control.
f.

Lipid annotation

A tentative identification based on the m/z of the compounds showing significant differences were
searched against several databases available online such as METLIN (https://metlin.scripps.edu),
lipidsMAPS

(http://lipidmaps.org),

(https://www.genome.jp/kegg)

using

HMDB
the

(https://hmdb.ca/),
search

engine,

and
CEU

KEGG

MassMediator

(http://ceumass.eps.uspceu.es/mediator). Molecular features assigned to metabolites from the
databases were based on mass accuracy (maximum error mass of 20 ppm). Molecular features were
also inspected with the Agilent MassHunter Qualitative Analysis Software B.10.00.
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VIII.

Results and discussion
1. Lipid Droplet extraction procedure

The process of disrupting the cell wall without damaging organelles is a critical point in LDs
extraction and purification processes.43 In other organisms such as mammalian cells, bacteria, and
yeast, several methodologies have been used: enzymatic, chemical, or mechanical lysis to achieve
this extraction.69,91,92 In this protocol, enzymatic lysis followed by mechanical disruption was
necessary to open the cell wall.
Trichoderma harzianum lytic enzymes (1,3-β-glucanases and chitinases) were used in the first stage
of the protocol.93 It is known that Malassezia cell wall is constituted by linear β-(1,6)-glucan chains
with β-(1,3)-glucosyl chains as branches that appear every 3.8 glucose unit, making β-(1,6)-glucans
the most abundant glucan in these yeasts.70 For Malassezia, 18 hours of enzymatic digestion were
necessary while in other fungi like Ustilago maydis, 45 minutes of the reaction was enough to
generate the cell wall rupture.85 This observation can be explained by the low percentage of β-(1,3)glucans and chitin. 70 Also, the cell wall thickness and multilamellar form can add extra time to fulfill
an enzymatic lysis.70,94
To prevent degradation or proteins associated with LDs, the buffer used for mechanical disruption
contained a protease inhibitor phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF).95 This is a serine protease
inhibitor that acts by sulfonation of the γ-oxygen atom of the serine residue in hydrolases catalytic
side, obliterating the active site and leading to irreversible inhibition of catalytic activity.96
Mechanical disruption was carried out using zirconium beads. This procedure has been used in order
to obtain protoplasts several species including algae and yeast.31,63,97
Three methods evaluated the cell wall rupture. First was on the mDixon agar culture plate, where
the disruption was assessed by observing the decrease in cell viability after the extraction procedure.
The second method was the double staining of cells with NR and CW. Through this experiment was
possible to observe the affected cell wall based on the intensity of the signal emission of CW. The
decrease in intensity was directly associated with the loss of the cell wall integrity, translated to less
chitin and glucans for CW to stain. The third method was gram staining performed on cells before
and after the extraction procedure (data not shown). It was observed that the color of the cell
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turned from a deep purple to a lighter purple, sometimes pinkish color after the extraction was
completed. This was directly associated with the disruption of the cell wall or cell wall thinning.
To continue with the extraction protocol, a 30X cycle of the vortex with zirconium beads followed
by ice cooling intervals was used. This protocol has been effective in M. pachydermatis, but only
partial cell wall disruption was achieved in M. globosa (Data not shown). As mentioned before, this
can probably be attributable to the differences in the cell wall; some authors have described M.
globosa and other Malassezia species.1,94 The number of mechanical lysis cycles was increased to
50X. This increment proved to be effective, showing a complete cell wall disruption for M. globosa
(Figure 8). The early stationary phase was selected to perform this experiment based on the LD
dynamics were at 72 hours a high proportion of the cell have LDs.

Figure 8. Evaluation of the rupture in M. globosa cell wall by A) culture in mDixon agar and B) co-staining between Nile
red (red) and calcofluor white (green). The figure on the left side is the control without any mechanical or enzymatic
disruption. Scale bar 2µm

After the extraction of LDs was achieved, confocal microscope images showed some impurities
(Figure 9). Based on LDs low density, purification procedures with ultracentrifugation have been
proposed.69 For correct recovery of these organelles, the speed is critical and depends on LDs size.
If these organelles are large, high speeds could disrupt them or stick them to other cell components.
However, if speed is slow, small LDs can be lost. For this case, a preliminary ultracentrifugation
procedure was used as an alternative. Briefly, cells were centrifuged at 182,000 g for one hour, and
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the top layer was observed by confocal microscopy, showing some cellular residues (Data not
shown). A replica of the purification should be done.

Figure 9. Lipid droplets supernatant with after extraction procedure. Scale bar 20µm. Zoom 1X. White arrows denote the
cell wall residues observed.

2. Fluorescent double-label staining protocol standardization.
Standardization of a double staining protocol for LDs and cell wall detection in M. globosa was
achieved using three different fluorophores: NR, BODIPY 493/503, and LipidTOX deep red neutral
using CW for cell wall staining. Fluorophore double staining protocols were adapted from protocols
previously performed in Malassezia spp., and other yeasts.13,87,88
CW was chosen for cell wall staining based on two principles. First, it is a well-known fluorophore
used for stain yeast cell walls.98,99 The mechanism of action relies on its highly planar structure, a
derivative of stilbene that associates with straight-chain polysaccharides containing free hydroxyl
groups (Figure 10).100 It is known that CW can bind glucan chains through hydrogen bonding and
dipolar interactions. However, its structural conformation generates a preference of binding toward
β(1-3) and β(1-4) linkages present in chitin and cellulose.101 Second; this is a blue-emitting
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fluorophore (λem < 500 nm) having an excitation around 365 nm and an emission spectra peak
around 440 nm, which prevent spectra overlapping with the other fluorophores used in this work,
whose are considered green dyes (λem = 500-550 nm) and red (λem > 600 nm) emitting fluorophores
(Table 2).65,102 KOH was added to enhance fungal visualization clearing possible cellular residues.99

Figure 10. Structure and interaction sites of Calcofluor white. A. Calcofluor White structure. B. Beta-chitin showing 1-4
glucan linkages. In red are shown free hydroxyl groups which interact with Calcofluor White.

NR dye was selected because it is a widely used, well known, easy-to-handle fluorophore in LD
detection in multiple organisms including mammalian cells, parasites, yeast and bacteria among
others.65,87,103–105

This

fluorophore

is

a

benzophenoxazone

dye

with

known

solvatochromic properties generated by a robust solute-solvent interaction (Figure 11A-B).106 With
proton donor solvents such as EtOH, the solvent interactions are primarily hydrogen bond
meanwhile π-staking, and other hydrophobic interactions rule towards less polar solvents such as
toluene.106 In general, this fluorophore has a bathochromic shift and an increase in intensity
emission when it is dissolved in less polar solvents.65,103 The affinity of NR for lipophilic environments
allows the target of lipid storage organelles such as LDs, which polarity is different from other cell
components such as cytoplasm. NR staining procedure was standardize based on a protocol
reported for single staining in M. furfur12 with the following modifications: water was replaced for
MeOH as solvent, as it shows more consistent results. The incubation time and temperature were
increased up to two hours and 30°C. 103,104,107 The standardization of double staining procedure with
CW was achieved by lowering the concentration of CW to 0.1% m/w with no further modifications
on the staining procedure for NR.
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On the other hand, BODIPY 493/503 and HCS LipidTOX Deep Red Neutral were chosen to
corroborate LD presence in M. globosa because these fluorophores are known to be specific
towards LDs and neutral lipids.65,107 BODIPY 493/503 a dye with a small structure allows relatively
fast diffusion through membranes (Figure 11C).108 Also, the hydrophobicity of BODIPY 493/503
facilitates rapid uptake by intracellular LDs.109 For LipidTOX Deep Red Neutral, there is no published
structure, and there is little known about its mechanism of action.110

Figure 11. Nile red and BODIPY 493/503 structure. A. Nile Red structure and visualization of its principal interactions with
protic polar solvents. B. Nile Red structure and visualization of interactions with aprotic nonpolar solvents. C. BODIPY
493/503 structure

BODIPY 493/503 staining process was performed based on the evidence that the cell wall of the
Malassezia genus is unique among yeast species, as evidenced in the LDs extraction procedure. This
cell wall is described as thick and multilamellar, which probably affects the permeation rate of
fluorophores through the cell wall.70,111 Based on this information, the incubation time, solvent,
fluorophore concentration, and fixation-incubation time were modified and tested to get an
efficient process to stain Malassezia using this fluorophore. First, a single staining procedure
was performed using two different dilutions of final stock concentration of 1 mg/mL and 0.1 mg/mL
in two different solvents, EtOH and PBS (Figure 12). The fixation of all the cells was performed with
a solution of PFA 4% before cells were incubated. The protocol used for the staining procedure was
based on previous protocols, where the cell was fixated with a solution of PFA of 2% m/v to 4% m/v.
Then incubation was performed for 10 min with BODIPY 493/503 at a stock concentration of 1.25
mg/mL to 1mg/mL.67,87,88,112
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Figure 12. The stain of Lipid droplets for M. globosa CBS7966 with the following solutions A. Nile Red LD. B. 1.0 mg/mL of
BODIPY 493/503 in EtOH C. 1.0 mg/mL of BODIPY 493/503 in PBS D. 0.1 mg/mL of BODIPY 493/503 in EtOH E. 0.1 mg/mL
of BODIPY 493/503 in PBS

EtOH showed more homogeneous results than PBS in the staining procedure. However, neither of
the experiments (BODIPY-EtOH) or (BODIPY-PBS) was able to label LDs as NR. It was observed a
deficiency in the permeability of the fluorophore through the cell wall and/or cell membrane. This
is attributable to the highly lipophilic structure, which probably agglomerates in aqueous media. No
differences between the two dilutions were observed. Further experiments were carried out to
standardize BODIPY staining with 0.1 mg/mL. First, the fixation procedure with PFA was modified,
with no visible improvements on the method. (Figure 13).
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Figure 13. The stain of Lipid droplets for M. globosa CBS7966 with the following solutions A. 0.1 mg/mL of BODIPY 493/503
in EtOH with fixation with PFA 4% before incubation B. 0.1 mg/mL of BODIPY 493/503 in EtOH with fixation with PFA 4%
after incubation

Afterward, the incubation temperature and incubation time were further modified to increase the
permeability rate. Based on the results obtained with the control dye NR, the solvent was changed
from EtOH to MeOH, and the incubation time and temperature were increased to 2 hours at 30°C.
As a result of these modifications, BODIPY 493/503 staining procedure was standardized for M.
globosa. (Figure 14 - Figure 15). This procedure was later tested in M. pachydermatis with favorable
results, hinting this protocol might be useful in different species of Malassezia genus. (Data not
shown).
The double-staining protocol was tested in triplicates throughout the stationary phase considering
that the cell wall changes its thickness as the time progresses, becoming harder as they get older.
Also, considering the permeability problems faced before, this was done to assure that the protocol
will work throughout the lifespan of the yeast.
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Figure 14. Co-stain of Lipid droplets and M. globosa CBS7966 after 72 hours of incubation (early stationary phase), with
the following stains: A. Nile Red (NR - red) and calcofluor white (CW - green). B. BODIPY 493/503 (B - red) and calcofluor
white (CW - green). C. LipidTox deep neutral red (LT - red) and calcofluor white (CW - green). White arrows denote a higher
intensity of Calcofluor White in budding scars. Scale bar 2 µm. Zoom 4X.
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Figure 15. Co-stain of Lipid droplets and M. globosa CBS7966 after 108 hours of incubation (late stationary phase), with
the following stains: A. Nile Red (NR - red) and calcofluor white (CW - green). B. BODIPY 493/503 (B - red) and calcofluor
white (CW - green). C. LipidTox deep neutral red (LT - red) and calcofluor white (CW - green). White arrows denote a
higher intensity of Calcofluor White in budding scars. Scale bar 2 µm. Zoom 4X.

It is shown that regardless of the growth time of the yeast, it was possible to visualize LDs using the
three combinations of double staining procedures. CW was the right choice for staining the M.
globosa cell wall, showing reproducible results independent of the fluorophore used for LDs costaining (Figure 14 - Figure 15). Also, the concentration of the fluorophore was adequate for double
fluorescence imaging, and no spectra were overlapping between CW and NR, BODIPY 493/503 or
HCS LipidTOX Deep Red Neutral. Additionally, it is observed that near to the budding scars, there is
a higher fluorescence intensity for CW (Figure 14). This is related to the fluorophore’s affinity to
chitin, which is restricted to the region of bud scar formation in some Malassezia species.1,113
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Now, compared to other fluorescence staining methods reported for yeast such as Saccharomyces
cerevisiae and Rhodotorula minuta, concentrations of fluorophores and fixation agents used were
similar to reported ones.63,86,87,114 However, incubation time and, in some cases, incubation
temperatures for the three fluorophores were significantly higher than the ones used in another
genus. This can be attributed to the unique characteristic of thickness and multilamellar cell wall in
Malassezia genus which is probably affecting fluorophores permeation rate.70,94
NR staining procedure in M. globosa was a simple experimental method, regardless of some
drawbacks reported in the literature, such as non-specific labeling of lipid organelles and broad
emission and excitation spectra that could have compromised the double staining procedures.65
Experimentally, no overlap in the emission ranges of fluorophores was observed. This was evidenced
based the low signal observer from the NR on the filter used to read CW signal. MeOH was used as
a solvent, and its polarity helps the selectivity of this dye. Similar fluorophore selectivity was noted
for the three staining experiments.
Although BODIPYTM 493/503 LD imaging showed good organelles definition, demonstrating a good
selectivity and resolution, the biggest problem with this dye is the photobleaching observe at the
same time, images were taken, hindering the experimental detection of LDs.65,115,116 Usually, adding
an anti-quencher reagent during the staining procedure and minimizing light exposure helps to
overcome this drawback.64 However, these solutions can increase experimental cost and requires
more considerable precautions at the experimental level. Interestingly, BODIPYTM 493/503 showed
less photobleaching effect when dual staining was performed. This is probably attributable to the
pH change from acid to basic when KOH is added, therefore stabilizing the structure.117
On the other hand, HCS LipidTOX Deep Red Neutral double staining displays a similar selectivity as
NR and BODIPYTM 493/503. However, LDs images obtained showed lower resolution compared with
NR and BODIPYTM 493/503 staining, especially at 72 h. This pattern was also observed in M.
pachydermatis (Data not shown). This is due to staining problems of HCS LipidTOX Deep Red Neutral
into smaller LDs, as reported before.118 Also, previous studies reported the lacks of the stability of
this fluorophore experimentally, possibly this and the non-complete permeation through
Malassezia thick cell wall could be possible causes of the data obtained.70,119
Considering experimental and imaging drawbacks observed for BODIPY 493/503 and HCS LipidTOX
Deep Red Neutral, NR dual staining was the most straightforward and uncomplicated procedure to
stain M. globosa. For BODIPY 493/503, the photobleaching problem hindered image taking,
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especially stacks, and for LipidTOX Deep Red Neutral image, lower resolution affected the image
quality. Regardless of the issues observed, it was possible to detect the presence of LDs in M.
globosa with laser scanning confocal microscopy using a combination of these fluorophores.
3. Lipid Droplet dynamic curve using confocal microscopy
M. globosa LD dynamics were studied qualitatively and quantitatively for 108 h, covering different
stages of yeast growth. As LDs are highly dynamic organelles, during various stages of growth, their
morphology and size vary.49,120 From qualitative analysis, it was observed that LDs appears at 48
hours of growth (Figure 16), suggesting that their formation starts in the exponential phase. It is
known that in yeasts, the synthesis of TAGs, molecules related to LDs biosynthesis begins during the
exponential period. The synthesis of TAGs occurs primarily through the activity of the LRO1-encoded
enzyme, which has been reported in M. globosa.18,121 Although this can be directly related to the
dynamic observed for LD formation, further analysis within 24 h and 48 h are recommended to get
a better understanding of LD formation in this species.

Figure 16. Co-stain of Lipid droplets and M. globosa CBS7966 with Nile Red (red) and calcofluor white (green) in the
following hours of incubation A) 24h. B) 48h. C) 72h. D) 90h. E) 96h. F) 108h. White arrows show coalescence of Nile Red
observed in budding scars. Scale bar 10µm

The qualitative analysis performed to LD also revealed that when yeasts were entering to stationary
phase, an accumulation of the dye NR started to appear towards the budding scars of the cells. In
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other yeasts, LDs are critical for the maintenance of membrane homeostasis.15,122 This result
suggests that LDs may be related with Malassezia budding process. In other yeast, LDs has been
associated with the delivering of building block for membrane synthesis of daughter cells.49 There
was also evidence that LD is not necessarily transferred to daughter cells, as daughter cells with no
LD were observed. Usually, yeast cells missing LDs were smaller, evidenced clearly in the early and
late stationary phase (Figure 17). For budding cells, the transfer process was not evidenced in all
stages of growth, both budding cells with and without LDs were observed.

Figure 17. Analysis of the number of LD per cell (grayscale) and the yeast area (y-axis) of M. globosa in different hours of
growth (x-axis).

During the exponential and early stationary phase, some yeast cells displayed two LDs, but in later
growth stages, no yeast with two LDs was observed. This pattern was confirmed quantitively, where
at latter stationary phases, the number of yeasts with two LD decreased towards 108 hours (Figure
18). Also, LD size increased while yeast reached later stationary phase, ranging from approximately
0.5µm2 to 1.5µm2 in exponential growth phase up to 1 µm2 to 6µm2 in late stationary phase (Figure
19). It is interesting to note that not only size increases but variation among LDs size also increases.
The diameter of M. globosa LDs was around 0.4 and 1 µm with some bigger LDs up to 1.4 µm. The
size of LDs observed was in the range of those reported in other yeasts ~ 0.65 µm to 2.5 µm for Y.
lipolytica and 0.5-0.4 µm for S. cerevisiae with some few larger droplets with a diameter of 1.2–1.6
μm.123,124
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Figure 18. Count of the total of yeast cells (y-axis) with a specific number of LD per cell (grayscale) in different hours of
growth (x-axis).

Figure 19. Analysis of the LDs area (y-axis) for a different number of lipid droplet finds per cell (grayscale) of M. globosa
in different hours of growth (x-axis).

One possible explanation to the variations in size and number of LD observed could be the emerging
of similar size LD from the ER and their subsequent increase in size by the incorporation of additional
neutral lipids in response to the lipid sources available in the medium. This addition can be
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promoted via the coalescence of LDs or the interaction between ER and these organelles.123 In other
yeasts, the donation of acyl groups from acyl-CoA and the accumulation of TAG and SE in LDs has
been described at the stationary phase.120,125,126 This process is mediated with the DGA1-encoded
acyltransferase, which has been reported in M. globosa.18
When normalizing the data of the area of yeast, it was clear that LDs were growing in proportion to
the size of the cell. The percentage of area occupied by the LD varied from a range of 2 to 15% in
the exponential growth phase to a range of 5 to 50% in the late stationary phase (Figure 20). It was
observed that the average area of LDs increases linearly over time, which can be related to Ostwald
ripening phenomenon (Figure 21). In this process, the fusion of organelles, such as LD, occurs due
to its micellar nature. The direction of this process depends on the difference in pressures of the
two LDs, which cause that neutral lipids travel from a smaller LDs to a bigger one. This process causes
one LDs to shrink while the other grows, as was observed for M. globosa.44 This previous
observation was evidenced in yeast cell with two LD, where one was bigger than the other.

Figure 20. Analysis of the percentage of LD area about the area of the cell (y-axis) for the different number of lipid droplets
per cell (grayscale) of M. globosa in different hours of growth (x-axis).
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Figure 21. Mean area of LDs of M. globosa. Each error bar represents the interval of confidence for each time point.

The morphological analysis of LDs over time, no differences between the growth phases were
observed using the circularity of LDs as a morphological parameter (Figure 22). In general, data
showed a high variation in circularity, and results ranged from 0.4 up to 1.0. However, circularity
trends were close to 1 for all the studied hours, confirming that these organelles are mostly round
as expected.44,47 For LDs with lower circularity value, a possible explanation relies on the coalescence
process described above, where probably images were acquired while this process was occurring.
Is important to note that “ripening of lipid droplets” is a slow process, taking several minutes to
complete, giving sufficient time for images to be adcquired.44

Figure 22. The circularity of Lipid droplets of M. globosa (y-axis) for the different number of lipid droplets find per cell
(grayscale) of M. globosa in different hours of growth (x-axis).
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4. Determination of the consumed and secreted lipids in M. globosa.
Lipids are usually classified into two categories, neutral or non-polar lipids (such as TAGs, DAGs, and
ST) and more polar lipids (such as free FAs, GPLs, and SLs). Neutral lipids are easily dissolved in nonpolar organic solvents, but polar lipids, especially phospholipids, only dissolve in relatively medium
to strong polar solvents. In order to extract both types of lipids, it is necessary to use a solvent
mixture sufficiently polar to dissolve the polar lipids but sufficiently non-polar to dissolve the neutral
lipids. In this case, lipid extraction was performed by a modified Bligh and Dyer method.61,89,90 This
procedure starts with the dilution of the sample in a ternary mixture of water, MeOH, and
chloroform 1:1:2, followed by vortex and ultrasonication procedure. MeOH is added to the
extraction solution to promote the migration of polar lipids into the organic-rich phase. However,
the amount of MeOH used must be carefully controlled because as more volume is added the
solubility of neutral lipids in the organic-rich phase decreases drastically.127
The working principle of the extraction method relies on the Nerns’t distribution law, also known as
the distribution coefficient, which states that at a constant temperature, the ratio of concentrations
at the equilibrium of a solubilized compound in a biphasic system is constant.128 This means that by
carefully selecting immiscible solvents for the extraction, it is possible to favor the migration of the
desired analytes to one phase and the undesired compounds into the other phase. In this
experiment, water was acidified with citric acid in order to protonate the carboxylate heads of the
lipids, thus decreasing their water solubility and favoring their migration to the organic-rich phase.
Because this is an equilibrium-dependent method, a complete homogenization of the system must
be performed to guarantee a good extraction performance.128 The use of vortex and sonication
serves this purpose. The vortex step enhances the migration of lipids to the organic-rich phase by
increasing the rate of mass transports and decreasing the diffusion path length. The function of
sonication is to destroy the aggregates formed during the extraction process, hindering their
migration to the organic-rich phase. 128,129 A clear example of this phenomenon is the formation of
micelles by phospholipids when they are in contact with water. Once formed, the polar phosphate
and glycerol heads point toward the external part of the micelle, while the non-polar tails point
inwards. These assemblies will not migrate to the organic-rich phase because the only part of the
micelle that interacts with its surroundings is the polar one. Since these aggregates are
thermodynamically stable, it is necessary to use a strong perturbation force to disassemble them,
being, in this case, the implosion of the cavitation bubbles formed during the sonication process.130
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To purify and preconcentrate the obtained lipids, a strong anion exchange solid phase extraction
(SAX-SPE) was performed. Considering the complexity and lipid abundance of mDixon, SPE was a
necessary process to concentrate non-polar lipids. Solid-phase extraction (SPE) is a separation
principle using selective adsorption and selective elution. The cartridges used in this extraction are
quaternary ammonium salts bonded to a silica matrix.131 lipid crude was fixed to the stationary
phase by a strong electrostatic interaction between the positively charged quaternary ammonium
cations and the negatively charged functional groups in the lipids such as carboxylates and
phosphate heads. The liquid/liquid extraction media was acidified to enhance separation, the
solvents of the organic phase were evaporated, and the analytes were reconstituted in acetonitrile
basified with ammonium hydroxide, to assured that lipids were in their anionic form. Once the
sample was placed into the SAX SPE, the cartridge was washed with the solution of water/acetone
to elute the most polar analytes and then washed with acetone to eliminate water traces. Finally,
the elution of the cartage was performed with acidifying acetone to protonate the lipids and elute
them from the stationary phase.61,89,90
A total of 463 molecular features were identified in the present study. Using these molecular
features as lipid profiles, reduction of dimensionality via OPLS-DA was performed to determine the
relevant compounds throughout the three treated groups. 146 molecular features were determined
are represented by five orthogonal component analysis (Supplementary figure 1). Fresh mDixon
displays the higher diversity and concentration of lipids compared to the groups of 72 hours and 90
hours post-culture. Between the last two groups, higher lipid profiles were observed at 72 hours,
which is congruent with Malassezia lipid dependent metabolism.2 However, there are some zones
of the heatmap in which there is an intensity increase in 72 hours and 90 hours, indicating that
Malassezia is also secreting some lipids. An abnormal secretion-consumption pattern was observed,
in which some molecules were secreted at 72 hours and then consumed at 90 hours. This pattern
was associated with the reduction of available metabolites through time. This pattern displays the
highest variability among replicates, so molecules secreted might be related to the intrinsic
biological differences among groups. Different replicates of the same sample groups, except for the
replicate III of 72h, samples displayed similar patterns.
Based on a two-dimensional PCA analysis, there was a clear differentiation among groups. (Figure
23). Additionally, reproducibility in QC assures the good performance of the analytical platform. The
variability of molecular features in the supernatant at 72 h and 90 h groups were higher than the
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one in mDixon. This can be associated with an intrinsic biological variation of the samples, where
slightest aleatory changes in growth conditions can affect the lipid expression.132 When observing
the PCA analysis excluding the mDixon control, there was a differentiation between treatment
groups (Figure 24). Additionally, the replicate III in 72 hours is significantly different from two the
other replicates for the same time of culture. This could be related to abnormal growth in this
sample, where some lipids where more secreted than in other samples (Supplementary figure 1).

Figure 23. PCA-X score plots for samples, mDixon control and QC samples. Red: mDixon control, Green: 90 h sample, Blue:
72 h sample and Gray: QC samples. R2 = 0.987 Q2 = 0.944. Ellipse Hotelling´s T2 at α 0.05 is displayed.

Figure 24. PCA-X score plots for treatment samples and QC samples. Green: 90 h sample, Blue: 72 h sample and Gray: QC
samples. R2 = 0.987 Q2 = 0.944. Ellipse Hotelling´s T2 at α 0.05 is displayed.

Identification of molecular features based on the exact precursor mass and retention time was
performed. 76 lipids of 11 different families were identified (Figure 25). Further analysis including
the product ionization spectra are needed to confirm the identity of all these lipids. The majority of
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families identified are neutral but polarizable lipids, which are more efficiently analyzed in positive
detection mode.133,134 Lipid classes in this category include PC, lysoPC, PE, SM, DAG, TAG, Sterols,
etc.135 Also cardiolipins (CL), usually detected in negative ionization mode, can be identified in
positive ionization mode.136,137

Figure 25. The number of compounds identified for different lipid families. CerP: Ceramide phosphate. CL: Cardiolipins,
DG:

diglyceryl.

FA:

Fatty

Lysophosphatidylethanolamine.

acid.
PC:

GlcCer:

Glycosylated

Phosphatidylcholine.

ceramidesPE:

LPC:

Lysophosphatidylcholine.

phosphatidylethanolamine.

PI-Cer:

LPE:

Ceramide

phosphoinositol. SM: Sphingomyelins. ST: Sterols. TG: Triglycerides.

Most of the identified families in this study were described previously in M. globosa.18 The ceramide
phosphoinositol, which was not described in the study mentioned above, has been previously
described in Saccharomyces cerevisiae.138 The three categories observed (Figure 25 and
supplementary figure 1) were also identified by Celis Ramírez, A.M et al.18 Based on the results
obtained, there was both a decrease and a increase on relative intensities for different molecular
features in supernatant, implying that they could be a consumption and secretion of the lipids by
the yeast. There was a higher number of molecular features for which the reduction in intensity was
significant, suggesting that the percentage of possible lipid profiles that were consumed has higher.
These results go in concordance with the lipid dependent metabolism of M. globosa. This medium
is composed of a wide variety of lipids, including oleic acid, tween 40, glycerol, and the lipids present
in ox bile, maltose, and peptone. Ox bile contains all of the constituents characteristic found in bile,
including cholesterol, bile acids, GPLs, GLs, and TAGs.139,140 Peptone is a protein hydrolysate that
contains a small percentage of lipids, while malt extract, prepared from sprouted grains, might
contain lipids as well.141 For the discriminatory variables detected and identified in this study, the
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majority are a common component of mammal bile include cholic acids and different
phospholipids.142 Some of the TAGs and acylglycerols identified are generated by a biochemical
synthesis in the bile and are present in mDixon.141,143

Figure 26. Heat map of identified molecular features for differentiation of the fresh mDixon and supernatant of 72h and
90h of M. globosa growth. The heat map denotes the higher (red) to lower (blue) relative intensity for each molecular
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feature. Replicate three in 72 hours was removed for a better picturing of patterns. Hierarchical divisions based on
clustering are displayed, showing the different intake-secretion patterns

Based on the tentative identification done, cholesterol was detected in all groups (controls and
treatment), with a small percentage in treatment groups. There were significant differences among
their relative intensities (Data not shown). A higher concentration of this molecule was detected in
yeast controls, which is in concordance with the biosynthesis of ST reported and the presence of
this molecule for this specie.18 A higher percentage of CL and PC were detected in the present study
in M. globosa.18 Also, some of the molecules observed in supernatant could be produced by the
lipases, phospholipases, sphingomyelinases, and lipoxygenases responsible of degrading
sebum.2,5,7,12
Interestingly, acidic lipids, specifically CL, seem to have a dynamic role in M. globosa energetic
adaptation. It was observed that a considerable number of the consumed lipids were CL, which can
be related to its fundamental role in the translation of electron transport chain components and
stabilization of mitochondrial DNA in yeast.144,145 These lipids are essential in the stress-response of
yeasts, which can be caused by the decrease of available resources in mDixon media through
time.144,146 Additionally, CL can be used as metabolic blocks, specifically in the synthesis of
phosphatidic acid through the phospholipase D.147
The secretion of some CL was also observed in 72 h and 90 h groups. Considering that CL synthase
is present in M. globosa as well as its precursors, synthesis de novo is possible in this cell. Specifically,
cytidine diphosphate DAGs is a crucial intermediate in the synthesis of CL.54 Enzymes associated
with this metabolic pathway have been found previously in M. globosa.18 This can generate an
excess of these molecules in the cell, which could affect cell membrane structure stability and
shape.148 To maintain optimal concentrations of CL, possible secretion might be occurring in
response to the growth conditions.149 The secretion-consumption pattern could represent a
recycling cycle where the excess of CL secreted and can be later used by new budding yeasts when
resources are limited in the growth medium.
Also, some bile acids were consumed by the yeast. Bile acids have been related to both a beneficial
and a prejudicial effect in yeasts. On the one hand, lithocholic acid has been linked to alteration on
the age-related process in S. cerevisiae, increasing its lifespan through the variation in mitochondrial
membrane lipidome. Therefore, the consumption of these external acids might help in cell
maintenance.150,151 However, the same acid has been related to fungistatic activities in other yeast
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such as C. albicans.152,153 This suggests that the effect of bile acids varies among different yeast
species. In the case of M. globosa, the consumption of cholic acids and some derivates was observed.
In contrast, the excretion of glycocholic acids and its derivates occur in both 72h and 90h groups,
suggesting that nitrogenated bile acids might have a negative effect on Malassezia growth;
therefore, they are secreted to avoid toxicity.
Different kinds of glycerophospholipids were found in the consumed analysis. These molecules are
essential in yeast growth as PE is the major membrane component, while PCs have been related to
mitochondrial functions.16,154 PC also has highly dynamic role in LD formation.

44,155

The PC

concentration could highly influence the process of coalescence in LDs observed for M. globosa, and
its effectiveness could depend on the curvature of the monolayer of LD, which is defined primarily
by the lipids that compose that monolayer. When two LDs approach, the fusion process can be
either frustrated or effective depending on the spontaneous curvature on the membrane. When the
curvature of the membrane is positive, the operation is frustrated due to high tension of membranes,
but when it is negative, the pore is stabilized and open further, resulting in LD fusion.44 Neutral
nature of PC and its conformation provides excellent coverage of the surface area and lowers
surface tension, making of this molecule important in LD stability and increasing the probability of
coalescence mechanism to occur.44 It was also observed that oleic acid was consumed but not
secreted by the cell, however, low concentration of FA has been described in M. globosa lipidome.18
Storage of these molecules in LD probably is occurring to avoid toxicity within the cell.12 Additional,
as M. globosa lack of the ability to produce unsaturated FAs such as oleic acid, this lipid is probably
consumed by this yeast to support their growth, acting as building block for complex lipids.2,18
Oxidized phospholipids, especially PC, were detected as secretory products within the cell. It is
speculated that a high percentage of oxidized products in biological samples are likely to form by
non-enzymatic reactions.156 However, enzymes such as lipoxygenases, previously described in M.
globosa, can be responsible for the appearance of these molecules.111,156 Accumulation of the
oxidized lipids is associated with danger signals; as they can generate oxidative stress and cell death,
therefore its secretion may help in the regulation of their harmful effect.157 Interestingly, secretion
of these molecules might be related to Malassezia pathogenic role, as these molecules influence
the decisive steps of the adaptive immune response, regulation of dendritic cell maturation, and
function.157 The concentration of oxidized lipids increased in time, as the availability of nutrients in
mDixon decreased, implying that changes in metabolites inside the cell can trigger the production
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of these types of lipids, and therefore induce a pathogenic Malassezia effect. Further studies should
be carried out in order to confirm this hypothesis.
Finally, some phosphosphingolipids, specifically ceramide phosphoinositols (PI-Cer), were observed
in the analysis. These molecules had been described previously as common complex
phosphosphingolipids in Saccharomyces cerevisiae but not in Malassezia.138 Ceramide
phosphoinositol transferase and phosphatidylinositol synthase, enzymes important in the synthesis
of PI-Cer, were found by Celis Ramírez, AM et al.18,158 These molecules regulate the virulence in
Cryptococcus neoformans by inducing the transcription of virulence factors, and promoting cell wall
stability and melanine production.158,159 Based on this information, the secretion of PI-Cer might
influence the pathogenic facet of M. globosa.
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IX.

Conclusions and perspectives

A protocol for the extraction of LDs was developed for M. globosa, however further purification
methods are still needed to clean up the organelles extracted. Also, a protocol for confocal
microscopy fluorescence double staining of LDs in M. globosa was standardized using three different
fluorophores: NR, BODIPY 493/503, and LipidTOX deep red neutral. The dynamics of LDs formation
was described as qualitative and quantitively. It was found that LDs starts forming in M. globosa
after 48 hours post-culture during the exponential growth phase. Future studies in LD biogenesis
are necessary to understand this biological process. Analysis of LDs showed that there was an
increase in the variation of LDs area in M. globosa, and the number of LDs decrease as the yeast
entered the stationary phase. Additionally, a linear relationship was observed between the LDs area
and time. Based on these observations, a coalescence pattern was proposed.
Also, lipid profiles from mDixon, in early and late stationary phases were differentiated via principal
component analysis (PCA). The analysis showed 77 lipids from 11 different families; those lipids
were assigned based on their molecular weight. Further analysis are needed to confirm the identity
of each individual lipid. In general, there is a higher percentage of lipids consumed by M. globosa
in comparison to the secreted lipids. From the families detected, CL and PC seem to have a dynamic
role in M. globosa adaptation. Additionally, oxidized lipids such as GPLs and PI-Cer were identified,
and it is hypothesized that these might play a role in the pathogenesis of this yeast. Finally, to
acquire a complete profile of the lipids present in the processes of consumption and secretion in M.
globosa, a study in negative ionization mode should be carried out, specifically to identify lipids like
phosphatidylserine, phosphatidic acids and FAHFAs that were not detected in this analysis.
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XI.

Supplementary information

Supplementary figure 1. Heat map of all molecular features identify for differentiation of the fresh mDixon and
supernatant of 72h and 90h of M. globosa growth. The heatmap denote higher (red) to lower (blue) intensity for each
molecular feature.
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